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Is the end of the oil bloodbath in sight?
It’s not easy being an oil bull these days. Everywhere you
look (Twitter, Bloomberg, CNBC) analysts and pundits
seem to take joy in professing just how bad the short-
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term outlook is for oil. Global storage to ll! Oil pricing to
go negative! One month has destroyed 10 years of
demand growth! COVID-19 to lead to permanent demand destruction! OPEC++ deal a scam! You get
the point.
Could it be though that the end of the oil bloodbath is in plain sight? Aren’t bottoms made when
EVERYONE is seemingly bearish having completely given up hope (Morgan Stanley said yesterday
they were “seeing a sense of defeat” in their clients who were still selling energy names)? Are we
near a turning point for the sector when every negative variable that has weighed on oil starts to
in ect to the positive (oil demand trajectory, US shale growth trends, Saudi/Russia price war impact,
COVID-19 datapoints [hospitalizations, new rate of infections, rapid testing capabilities, antivirals
trials and progress on the 70+ vaccines under development])?
We know that COVID-19 has led to approximately 50% of the world’s population being put in some
form of social isolation (86% of the US is now under stay-at-home orders). This has led to the
greatest implosion in oil demand in history (by several orders of magnitude) as people are no longer
driving to work, ying, or taking cruises with April demand contraction estimates ranging from
20MM Bbl/d (OPEC) to 29MM Bbl/d (IEA). Regardless of the actual number, there is uniform opinion
that April is the peak month for demand destruction and will therefore mark the low: China is
emerging from lockdown (air pollution and tra c congestion are back to 2019 levels while coal
consumption/domestic ights are still -4%/-16% YOY though both metrics continue to improve)
while it appears that North America and several European countries will slowly begin to relax social
distancing orders in May lest irreparable damage to their economies ensue (26% of small US
businesses surveyed said they were at risk of permanent closure if the lockdown were to extend
another 1-2 months).

While there is tremendous debate as to the pace of oil demand normalization few can argue that
the trend will imminently begin to improve (how much worse can it get when no one is ying nor
driving their cars?!?). Both the IEA and OPEC estimate that global demand will be down less than 3%
from pre COVID-19 levels by December of this year coinciding with the IMF forecasting global
economic expansion in the 2H’20:

With a line of sight for demand normalization in the next 9 or so months it is then incredibly
important to oil balances that supply growth is imploding. Globally over $100BN of capital spending
cuts have been announced…from already depressed levels in what is an incredibly capital intensive
industry (Schlumberger today guided that their Q2 will one of the worst quarters in its 94 year
history). The US rig count has fallen by 239 rigs (35%) year-to-date with a likely further 150+ rigs to
be let go in the coming weeks. Consequently 2020 US oil production estimates have gone from
+600-800k bbl/d to -100k bbl/d (2020 exit rate expectations are now for a decline of 1.5 to 2.0MM
Bbl/d).

Further, the 2020 price drop has mortally wounded shale growth potential going forward and we do
not think US shale can grow annually by more than ~0.3MM Bbl/d in the years ahead (20%-30% of
normalized per annum demand growth versus 100%+ in years past) as management teams reevaluate what “adequate balance sheet strength” means, no longer have the bene t of e ciency
gains, are producing an oil quality that is increasingly out of favour with global re neries, and are
more likely to be drilling a greater proportion of Tier 2 acreage (half as productive yet the same well
cost).
Compounding the drop in US production growth is the global impact of insu cient investment in
major o shore projects. Already global o shore production (about 1 in 4 barrels produced) was set
to plateau in 2020 and begin a multi-year decline in 2021…the historic capex cuts this year will only
serve to intensify and extend this trend. Finally, while the OPEC++ supply cut announced on April
12th of 9.7MM Bbl/d (a little less when adjusting for baselines) will do nothing to avoid regional
tank tops in the coming months they will help to draw inventories down much faster once demand
starts to pick up, especially if the extension of the cuts are enacted (7.7MM Bbl/d reduction from
July-December and 5.8MM Bbl/d from January ’21 to April ’22).
Undeniably, the outlook for oil over the next few months is extremely challenging. Until demand
normalizes by a magnitude that allows production cuts to balance the market, inventories will ll.
With 1.2 to 1.5BN barrels of remaining capacity it is likely that regional hubs like Cushing will ll to
maximum capabilities in the next 1 to 2 months. At that point, with a physical lack of remaining
storage capacity production will have to be shut-in and either price or di erentials will be the
mechanism to achieve this. Importantly, while this will be a rather doomsday type milestone to hit it
should only last for a few months assuming North America and European economies somewhat
match China’s pace of recovery. Both RBC and Bernstein forecast that stock draws should start in
Q3 meaning the coming few months should be as bad as it gets:

As inventories begin to fall and eventually reach normal levels in the rst half of 2021 oil will no
longer need to remain low enough to force shut-ins meaning it can gradually rally to a point that
encourages either cheating by OPEC++ members ($40?) or increased activity by US shale companies
($50+). A report from BMO a few days ago echoed this view:

We remain con dent that the oil market is entering into a multi-year bull market given the
dynamics of multi-decade demand growth, mortally wounded US shale growth potential, eventual
exhaustion of OPEC spare capacity, and a multi-year period of global o shore declines. This view
has remained constant for 2 years yet has been deferred by a US/China trade war in 2019 and an
unforeseen global pandemic in 2020. Make no mistake, the world will face an oil supply crisis in the
years to come…the age of supply abundance is over.

Fund positioning
We remain 100% concentrated in Canadian oil and gas producers with a bias towards midcaps.
Canada bene ts from increasing pipeline takeaway capacity (Line 3, TMX, Keystone, 2019/20
optimizations), revenue denominated in USD yet operating costs in CAD, lower relative decline rates
(which means they need to spend less maintaining production allowing for more free cash ow), and
production of heavier grades of oil which will remain the product of choice for global re ners versus
the light/ultra light US shale oil. Valuations are incredibly compelling with many names down
70%-80% year-to-date given the COVID-19 induced oil price crash. In 2016 our Fund rallied by
~143% from the point of maximum pessimism to year-end. Today, the opportunity set is
meaningfully better given the velocity and extent of the stock collapses YTD and we own many Fund
holdings in which we see multi-bagger potential. To weather the current storm we favour
companies with hedge books to help immunize from catastrophic balance sheet damage as well as
those with adequate liquidity with the absence of looming debt maturities. We have also increased
our natural gas (plus condensate) exposure to about 40% as less oil drilling means less associated
gas production…a major plague to natural gas pricing over the years. With the potential for $3/mcf
AECO prices in 2021 the upside in some select natural gas names compares favourably to oil names
with a $50-$60WTI price expectation.
The end to the oil bloodbath is in sight. While short-term dynamics will lead to weak oil pricing over
the next few months the medium (Q3 onward) and long term outlook for oil is extremely strong. At
some point energy stocks will begin to diverge from weak short-term pricing as the market starts to
look beyond COVID-19 to a signi cantly tighter market. Progress on antivirals/vaccines and signs of
easing stay-at-home orders will be key to arriving at this in ection point. As with the many
challenges that have come up over the past few years for energy investors, this too shall pass.
Eric Nuttall
Partner, Senior Portfolio Manager
Ninepoint Partners
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All returns and fund details are a) based on Series F units; b) net of fees; c) annualized if period is greater than

one year; d) as at March 31, 2020; e) 2004 annual returns are from 04/15/04 to 12/31/04. The index is 100%
S&P/TSX Capped Energy TRI and is computed by Ninepoint Partners LP based on publicly available index
information.
The Fund is generally exposed to the following risks. See the prospectus of the Fund for a description of these
risks: concentration risk; credit risk; currency risk; cybersecurity risk; derivatives risk; exchange traded
funds risk; foreign investment risk; in ation risk; interest rate risk; liquidity risk; market risk; regulatory
risk; securities lending, repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions risk; series risk; short selling risk;
small capitalization natural resource company risk; speci c issuer risk; tax risk.
Ninepoint Partners LP is the investment manager to the Ninepoint Funds (collectively, the “Funds”). Commissions,
trailing commissions, management fees, performance fees (if any), other charges and expenses all may be
associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. The indicated
rate of return for series F units of the Fund for the period ended February 29, 2020 is based on the historical
annual compounded total return including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all distributions and does
not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any
unitholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently
and past performance may not be repeated. The information contained herein does not constitute an o er or
solicitation by anyone in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an o er or solicitation is not
authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an o er or solicitation. Prospective investors
who are not resident in Canada should contact their nancial advisor to determine whether securities of the Fund
may be lawfully sold in their jurisdiction.
The opinions, estimates and projections (“information”) contained within this report are solely those of Ninepoint
Partners LP and are subject to change without notice. Ninepoint Partners makes every e ort to ensure that the
information has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. However, Ninepoint Partners
assumes no responsibility for any losses or damages, whether direct or indirect, which arise out of the use of this
information. Ninepoint Partners is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained
herein. The information should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own
judgment. Please contact your own personal advisor on your particular circumstances. Views expressed regarding
a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent
of any investment funds managed by Ninepoint Partners. Any reference to a particular company is for illustrative
purposes only and should not to be considered as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell nor
should it be considered as an indication of how the portfolio of any investment fund managed by Ninepoint
Partners is or will be invested. Ninepoint Partners LP and/or its a liates may collectively bene cially own/control
1% or more of any class of the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. Ninepoint Partners LP
and/or its a liates may hold short position in any class of the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this

report. During the preceding 12 months, Ninepoint Partners LP and/or its a

liates may have received

remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trade execution services from the issuers
mentioned in this report.
Ninepoint Partners LP: Toll Free: 1.866.299.9906. DEALER SERVICES: CIBC Mellon GSSC Record Keeping Services:
Toll Free: 1.877.358.0540

